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“I became a member in 2004-2005, I was trained in 2005.

I came to OCDC and YB, nearly completely burnt out after work in various orgs and committees on campus for three years. Prior to OCDC, everywhere I turned, people only knew how to argue with each other, and no one could help me understand how to facilitate the courageous conversations we needed to have—the ones that did the important work of linking our struggles. I remember meeting with YB one afternoon, having this very conversation, feeling completely frustrated before she reached over, patted my arm and said ‘You need to join OCDC.’

OCDC showed me how to build bridges over ones that have been burned, nurture conversations where there was only distrust, and most critically—through a social justice lens. We brought people to the table, and we helped them listen to each other—we helped bring people to consensus. From YB and the OCDC team, I learned indispensable skills and tools that I have carried with me into every organization, committee, or tense, high-stakes strategizing meeting I have had ever walked into since. Thank you OCDC and congratulations on your 10-year anniversary. Thank you for being a gift to me in my life and work.”